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Students Return Back to School Full Time After
More Than a Year on Zoom
By: Mia Malhotra
After over a year of zoom, students were given the option to return back to school fully! This means a new routine every day, new safety precautions and students learning habits adjusting! Students are
able to see their friends who were previously on the other hybrid, focus more on classes they need help with, and interact with teachers and peers physically.
A recent change due to full time school is having the option to eat lunch outside. This has been a big hit and kids are enjoying eating outside in the fresh air, and playing recess outside! If you choose to
eat lunch inside, you are assigned to either the cafeteria or the auditorium depending on your team and or homeroom. When eating outside you may sit on the grass, table, bleachers, and more. The recent
change to lunch has added more variety and options to accommodate for the full time students while staying safe!
Many students have noticed a change in their grades. They notice they have improved and their grades are getting better! Everyone learns differently, but many have said they are noticing their focus is
increasing and they enjoy being able to ask questions in person and communicate with other classmates! Due to most students being back full time, students have limited distractions during class. Students
aren’t tempted to check their phones every few minutes, or to walk away from zoom like some may have been during remote school. Limiting these distractions has been a huge part in more focus, listening,
and learning.
Fully remote learning students weren't able to communicate the way students are able to in person. Students must adapt to using communication skills, listening skills, organization and planning skills,
social skills, and problem-solving skills. These skills are important and very crucial in the future and are a big part of middle school. Students are able to communicate with our teachers, peers, friends, and
new people students haven’t communicated with before! Students must be able to listen to each other, because students are no longer able to just press mute or disconnect our audio! These are critical parts of
school that students are delayed remotely, but now students are able to get back on track.
What's happening in the classrooms? More students means adding more desks in the classrooms. The desks are 3 feet apart from each other to accommodate for more students! Zooms, Google Meets,
and remote classrooms are still presented in the classroom, where the hybrid and fully remote students participate. Students have assigned seats and must remain in those seats due to contact tracing. During
group/partner assignments or projects, depending on the class you can join the zoom and work in breakout rooms, or students are able to communicate physically with each other in the classroom or hallways.
North Middle School continues to perform their safety requirements just as they have been for the last school year, but has accommodated the large number of students throughout the building. Our
school has adapted and continues to adapt in order to create a safe learning environment as students return back to school full time.

NMS MUSICAL:
YOUR’RE A GOOD MAN
CHARLIE BROWN
By Abigail Bernstein
As we all know, this year has not been a normal school year. In fact, It’s been quite the opposite! That includes events like concerts, the spelling bee and most definitely the school play. This year’s play was You’re a
Good Man, Charlie Brown.
Since we couldn’t gather in large crowds, the show this year was virtual. This caused odd rehearsal times
to record, such as all day Sunday! One cast member in the play said the rehearsal times were “pretty annoying, but
the play itself was really fun.” Several cast members said that hanging around with their theater friends and generally having time to talk to people outside of their classes was the best part. After watching the play, you may be
able to see a lot of differences from normal school plays. From mask wearing, to audio differences and much
more. There were still two different casts recorded, just like a normal school year.
Watching virtually did have some advantages for the audience. You could watch wherever you wanted,
whenever you wanted, and you didn’t have to pay for everyone’s ticket separately if they were watching on the
same device as you. You could also sign up to watch both casts. It was a very different experience for the cast
members. Several expressed disappointment that they did not feel the excitement of having a live audience. Both
shows were a big hit from the acting to the staging to the costuming.
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CONGRATULATIONS 8th GRADERS!!
Good Luck at North High!
You Got This!!
Read all about the 8th Grade Moving Up Ceremony...page 2

8th Grade Moving Up Ceremony
By Gabriella Sadaghati
As the end of the year is nearly approaching, many eighth graders are anxiously awaiting the day they get to say goodbye to their middle school careers
and step into another large chapter of their lives: high school. Although many details were announced, many students and staff might not be aware of the impressive amount of effort our principals and administrators have put into organizing this event, as well as other potential surprises. Based on an interview with Ms.
Andersen and Ms. Gunning, this graduation process is undoubtedly deemed to be more challenging than other years, which brought some difficulties, yet along
with them innovative strategies were created to overcome these obstacles.
The graduation ceremonies will take place on June 25. Due to COVID-19 regulations and to better ensure safety, three ceremonies will be held for each
team where two guests are allowed per student. Team White will be celebrating their moving-up ceremony at 8:30 AM, Team Blue at 10:00 AM, and Team Orange at 11:30 AM. It will take place on the front lawn, with the “backdrop” as the school. In case of inclement weather, all students will be required to attend a
combined ceremony including all teams at 8:30 AM. However, parents/guardians will not be able to attend in-person, rather virtually. Additionally, due to an indoor capacity limit during the pandemic, other students will stay in their homerooms and virtually view the ceremony until their name is called in the auditorium.
With regards to how Ms. Andersen and Ms. Gunning first perceived organizing this thrilling event, they both used the term: “exciting.” They were super
pleased with the fact that they were allowed to administer this event physically, given the fact that last year did not permit that. However, they were incapable of
planning anything early on in the school year, since they were not given the exact guidelines for this occurrence until later on in the year, which Ms. Gunning
labels “the biggest challenge.” Commentating challenges, a specific difficulty which arose while arranging the ceremony was determining the situation regarding
the featured student speakers. This was eventually resolved by deciding to have this pre-recorded, still having both parents and students present. Despite the
many challenging aspects of this special day which have generated from COVID-19 laws and restrictions, there have been some positive outcomes. For instance,
in standard years, graduates and their families would be in the hot atmosphere of the gym for numerous hours; however, since the ceremony is occurring outdoors for a shorter duration, warmer temperatures could decrease in comparison to the gym, only increasing the enjoyment/pleasure of the event. To quote Ms.
Andersen, this may just be a “breath of fresh air.” Finally, an additional positive result from this unprecedented but exciting circumstance was being able to have
the entirety of the event recorded, only making this special day more memorable.
In essence, this year’s graduation ceremony for the graduating eighth grade class of 2021 may not be ideal; however, it is evident that Dr. Cozine, Ms.
Gunning, Ms. Andersen, and countless staff members have all worked in an incredibly industrious manner to make sure that eighth grade students experience the
most meaningful commemoration. Finally, Ms. Gunning and Ms. Andersen want to share how immensely proud they are of this year’s graduating class, and with
the resiliency and integrity they have proven in such an unprecedented year, they have faith in all students that they can get through any obstacle which comes
their way in the future and the rest of their academic careers. A big thank you to Ms. Andersen and Ms. Gunning for sharing their great plans for this year’s graduates, and congratulations to the North Middle School graduating class of 2021.

NMS’s Mrs. Bardash Retires
By Elizabeth Sheydina
There’s news throughout the school, spreading like wildfire because Mrs. Bardash is going to retire!
After teaching for 34 years, she is taking her leave. In case you haven’t had the chance to meet the wonderful Mrs. Bardash, just read on to find out some cool
facts about her. Mrs. Bardash taught Spanish at NMS. Mrs. Bardash always knew she wanted to be a teacher but the Spanish part came later. After a trip to Spain
in 1978 she fell in love with the country and the language. Mrs. Bardash loves working with kids and seeing them grow to their full potential. She loves to
challenge herself and her students when teaching. I’ve had the wonderful experience of having Mrs. Bardash as my teacher. She is really nice and I’ve learned so
much from her classes.
Mrs. Bardash Q and A
What hobbies do you enjoy? I like trying to complete the NY Times daily crossword but am only usually successful from
Monday-Wednesday. After that it gets hard. A goal for retirement is to master the more difficult puzzles. I also enjoy reading and crafting.
When is your birthday? July 31 - same day as my daddy’s birthday! Best present ever!
Do you have any pets or kids? 3 kids - all grown up and I love cats! Currently we take care of 3 feral (stray) cats in our yard
(one comes in the house).
Why teaching? Because I love working with children. I love watching them grow, develop skills and find their potential. Also my grandparents were both teachers and they were very influential to me, as was a former teacher that I had as a
student here at North JUNIOR High who actually told me to become a teacher because I like kids so much.
Why Spanish? Ah-ha! I went to Spain for the first time in 1978 and swore I’d go back twice more (the second time to live
there) because the culture was so rich, the people so friendly/open and the life-style so different from Great Neck where I
grew up! So, I changed my college major from art to Spanish. I went back to Spain in the summer of ‘80 to study and that’s
when I met my husband. After graduating from college (CUNY Queens College) I finally DID move to Spain and my now husband met me at the airport. After
living there for two years we moved back to the U.S. and I became a Spanish teacher - it was the most natural progression of my
passion for the country and language.
What is your favorite part of teaching? The energy in the classroom. Making creative lessons. Challenging myself and challenging my students
Where have you taught? I started teaching in a NYC School for 2 years, then moved to another Long Island school
(Sewanhaka H.S) and finally ended up here in my home district 31 years ago. I have taught at South High, North High, South
Middle and North Middle.
What’s your least favorite part of teaching? Grading papers. Yeah… I know, you would say that I shouldn’t give the tests
then! :)
What advice would you give to students interested in learning foreign languages? Take it seriously. This is a difficult academic subject that needs a great deal of time and effort. Everything counts in the study of a foreign language. It is foundational
and the work builds on itself so daily study and repetition is important. That said, if a student were passionate about the language and enjoyed a good challenge they would find success.
Are you a native Spanish speaker through your family? If not, how long did it take you to learn Spanish? I am basically “a Great Neck girl” having moved
here in 1966. I started studying Spanish here in this building when I was in 9th grade (Jr. High School) and continued, obviously, in college. But to really learn
it: that really happened, by necessity, after moving to Spain because at the time no-one there spoke any English. My husband is Spanish and did not speak English when I met him so I learned quickly! Within a few months I was already dreaming in Spanish.

Don’t forget to check the
NMS website for summer
reading information!!!!
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National News: Stopping
Asian Hate

Vaccine Update
By Johnathan Ahdout
As of May 6th, 2021

By Mia Rios
This COVID-19 outbreak hasn’t caused only a worldwide lockdown, businesses going
down, people being separated, but worse from all that, racism. Hate. Hate to those who aren’t really the guilty ones. Asian-Americans. It is difficult to determine exact numbers for such crimes and instances of discrimination, as no organizations or governmental agencies have
been tracking the issue long-term, and reporting standards can
vary region to region. Many hate groups, such as the Stop AAPI Hate received more than 2,800 reports of hate incidents directed to Asian-Americans last year.
Some of the many hate crimes caused by this are:
• A school board candidate of Vietnamese descent in
Portland, Oregon, found a note with the words "Kung Flu"
on her doorstep.
• Several Asian American home owners say they've been abused with racial slurs and had
rocks thrown at their houses.
• An Asian American family celebrating a birthday at a restaurant in Carmel, California,
was berated with racist slurs.
These three examples are three of many calls or crimes committed all over the United
States. These incidents are best explained by the "widespread omission" of Asian Americans
within cultural conversations, according to Amanda Nguyen, an activist and the founder of the
Rise civil rights not-for-profit organization.
“The important thing to remember is that this is really not an exceptional moment by any
means,” said Courtney Sato, a postdoctoral fellow in The Charles Warren Center for Studies in
American History, “But it’s really part of a much longer genealogy of anti-Asian violence that
reaches as far back as the 19th century.”
“History is repeating itself,” said George Takei, the author of They Called Us Enemy and
a victim of the internment camps. He said that in a Ted
Talk 7 years ago.
Asian-American hate needs to stop. There is no
other fancy way to say it. Asian-American people are not
viruses, but racism is. We are all people at the end, no
matter where you come from, what color of skin you have,
what language you speak, we all come from the same
place. Earth. And that is what we should be worrying
about. Not fighting against us. Fighting for our place, our
home.
Resources: https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/18/nyregion/asian-hate-crimes.html

As we all know, the COVID-19 vaccine has come a long way, from developing it a few months back
to rolling it out throughout the nation, plenty of breakthroughs have been made. Pfizer and Moderna have
been distributing vaccines at warp speed, and while Johnson & Johnson’s one-shot vaccine had its ups and
downs, it is still going strong. There have still been some instances of vaccine failures though, like the AstraZeneca clotting reports causing Europe to put a stop to their distribution. Despite this, many Americans are
getting vaccinated, and new protocols have been put into place to open up America again to vaccinated individuals. Fully vaccinated individuals can do the following according to the CDC:
• Gather indoors with fully vaccinated people without masks or social distancing.
• Gather indoors with unvaccinated people (who aren't at a greater risk for COVID-19) without masks
or social distancing.
• Gather outside without masks or social distancing except for certain crowded venues.
• Travel within the U.S. without getting tested before or after traveling OR self-quarantine for/after
travel.
• Not get tested before traveling from the U.S. internationally (unless the destination requires it).
• YOU STILL NEED TO SHOW A NEGATIVE TEST RESULT WHEN TRAVELLING TO THE
UNITED STATES FROM ANOTHER COUNTRY!
• GET TESTED 3-5 DAYS AFTER TRAVEL!
• If you have been around someone who has tested positive, you do NOT need to get tested or selfquarantine unless you have symptoms (unless you live in a group setting like a nursing home).
However, there are still things that everyone, regardless of whether or not you are fully vaccinated
have to do:
• Wear a mask in public places, indoor and outdoor.
• Don’t gather indoors with unvaccinated people from MORE THAN ONE OTHER HOUSEHOLD.
• Avoid large indoor gatherings.
• When travelling, “you will still be required to wear a mask on planes, buses, trains, and other forms
of public transportation traveling into, within, or out of the United States, and in U.S. transportation hubs
such as airports and stations. Fully vaccinated international travelers arriving in the United States are still
required to get tested within 3 days of their flight (or show documentation of recovery from COVID-19
in the past 3 months) and should still get tested 3-5 days after their trip.”
• Watch out for symptoms in others, and make sure to avoid them.
• Follow COVID guidelines at work.
• If you have an underlying health issue, still be wary of others and speak with your healthcare provider to find out your precautions.
Despite all of this, you must still be aware of the pandemic’s importance. We are still learning of the
vaccine’s extent and how it protects us. To make sure you are keeping yourself and the people around you
safe, visit the CDC’s website to keep America safe.
Edit as of May 13th: There is now a Pfizer vaccine for 12 to 15 year olds. More to come about how
it will play out.

How To Create Your
Own Country

Official Common Allergy:
Sesame

By Naomi Zarnighian

By Letizia Kaya

Have you ever thought to yourself “I wish I could be the sovereign of my own state! But how will I ever
President Joe Biden has signed a legislation that sesame should be one of the common
do that at my age?” Well, I’ve got something to tell you, it is possible...kind of. Even though you most proballergies in the United States. This means that every food that contains sesame is going to be la- ably won’t create a real UN-approved country, you can definitely try! Below is a guide on how to make a
beled. “President Joe Biden signed legislation declaring sesame a major food allergen on Friday country:
evening. All products that use sesame seeds or items derived from them will have to be explicitly
1. Before you start looking to make a country, you will need a couple of things. These include a flag, a
labeled after Jan. 1, 2023”
national anthem, a constitution, a head of state, a defined territory, a permanent population, and a governThis is good news for people who have sesame allergies because this can save us, and
ment. Your government may only consist of your family or friends, maybe even your dog as Vice Presihelp us. Now it’s easier for us to read food labels and do this long process just to see if a food is
dent.
safe for us.
Since I have allergies I can tell you what we need to do to see if a food is safe for me to
2. Declare independence from America. According to the UN Charter, the country you declare indeeat. The first step is to read the food label. If there isn’t any information that will help you then
pendence from can not legally fight you to get you back into the original state. This rule was created durthe next step is to do some research to see if there are any nuts or your allergen contained in the
ing the Cold War. It protects countries that are not recognized yet by their original country.
food. And the last step is to call the company and ask them. This is a hard procedure! For these
reasons this is a big change for people who suffer from a sesame allergy.
3. Get recognized by other countries. You may think this seems impossible, but that’s not completely
true. Jack Getz of Texas State University was the treasurer of his friend’s country. Getz claims that the
country got approved by 15 nations, which includes Albania, Bosnia & Herzegovina, and Vietnam. All
you would have to do is send an appeal to the U.N. Send a letter to the Secretary-General of the U.N.,
Ban Ki-Moon (First Avenue at 46th Street, New York, NY 10017). The letter doesn’t have to be long,
just get straight to the point.
Good luck to all the future kings, queens, conquerors, and colonizers of NMS!

NMS During the Pandemic:
A 6th Graders Perspective
By Liel Kafaierad
Hi I am Liel Kafaierad. Today I will tell you what it was like starting a new school during a pandemic. And here is how my year went so far……..
Day 1: I thought to myself: “What classes do I go to? Why are there so many lockers, but much less people? Why do we need to wear masks? Why can't everyone go everyday?” Then, in homeroom I
got some answers. My teacher said that due to COVID we had to limit the amount of people in the school. Even if that meant we cant see our friends from the opposite hybrid until 7th grade.
Beginning of quarter 2: School hasn’t changed much, but I've made a lot of new friends. I still haven’t seen my friends from hybrid A in person yet. Some thoughts that I have are: Will we have the
ELA test? What are the finals? Will I ever see hybrid A if the pandemic gets worse? (Little did I know that during the last month and a half of quarter 4 I will see my friends from hybrid A. Additionally, people who I have never met.)
Quarter 3: Not much has changed,; however, some hybrid students are coming in person for now. I think things are now starting to go back to normal. I wonder what the next step COVID-wise will
be. Maybe we will go to 5 feet instead of 6 feet.
Quarter 4: The NYS ELA and Math Exam is sadly happening. I found out that Monday, May 17 6th and 7th graders are coming in person from hybrid A and B are going to be going to school everyday if they choose to. Also, we can be closer to our peers in class. Instead of the desks being 6 feet apart they are now 3 feet apart. I wonder that if we follow all of the COVID safety rules for school if we will
be going everyday next year and fully remote is not an option.

Tips for 7th and 8th Graders
8th grader Andrew Cohen offers his expertise to next year’s 7th and 8th graders
Going into a new grade can be difficult, stressful and scary at times, which is understandable. New schedules, teachers, classrooms and workloads can contribute to an already
stressful task. If this is the case for you, don’t panic. The following tips can allow you to be
better prepared for a new year with new challenges.

My COVID Experience At Citi
Field, Plus
A deGrominant Start
By: Liana Kase

1. Make sure to study, show effort, and participate in class
Studying is really important to your academics, whether it be towards your tests,
homework, finals or even projects. Studying also increases your knowledge of a topic and
reveals to your teachers that you can take work seriously. Some tips for studying include taking good notes during class, and reviewing those notes right after class. This way, you will
study each section and decrease your chances of getting lost. Effort can boost your average
and show your teachers that you are capable of doing more. One example of extra effort is
going to extra help sessions. Although these sessions aren’t mandatory, they can help you to
achieve your goals and get even better grades than you would have without. Participation
during classes is also extremely important, because you must indicate to your teachers that
you know the material that they are teaching. Raising your hand, asking and answering questions and being present are all great examples of participation in class. If you do these things,
you are on the right track to having a great school year.
2. Take breaks
Taking breaks between your work or studying sessions can improve your performance. Sometimes, we don’t realize how long we have been doing work so taking breaks
could really help you clear your mind before going back and doing more. Studies have
shown that taking breaks can improve levels of concentration and decrease stress during the
day. Some healthy examples of breaks can include going for a walk, exercising or even taking a nap if you feel really tired. Breaks can prevent you from getting burnt out and overworked.

3. Talk with teachers or other adults regularly and ask for help
Speaking to adults can allow you to get better advice and feel more supported. Speaking of help, ask for it! It's crucial to ask someone for help, because doing everything yourself
can be really stressful sometimes. Sometimes students may be scared to ask their teachers for
clarification, but asking questions is one of the most helpful ways to overcome challenging
problems. Some people, other than teachers, that can help you are parents, siblings, mentors,
or even therapists if you have one. No matter what, people are always there for you, so take
advantage of that.
4. Have a positive attitude or mindset
Occasionally, it can be really hard to be positive and optimistic due to all the work
that you might have. It is good to remind ourselves that everyone goes through some forms
of stress when dealing with school and the work that comes with it. This means you are not
alone. Some ways that we can stay positive include keeping a journal or an agenda, staying
organized, maintaining a healthy lifestyle, and a balance between school and time off. Also,
another tip is to look forward to the future and imagine how accomplished you will feel once
you complete everything you need to do, whether in the long term or just for that day.
With these tips, you can accomplish tasks easier and more efficiently. Even though
you may come across struggles during your time in middle school, always know that there
are ways to overcome them. When you’ve improved upon these tips, try making your own.
Different tips work for different people so try a few and see what works best for you.

Summer is Coming…
By Letizia Kaya
Summer is right around the corner and many people just don’t know what to do. If so,
don’t worry. I have a list right here of awesome things you can do! But mostly don’t forget
to do some school work! Remember school is still starting in September— we are on a temporary break!
One fun thing I love to do in the summer include making ice cream! (All you need to
do is buy an ice cream machine or use the girl Tiktok hack, use a Ziploc and fill it with ice
and then put your ice cream “batter” into another Ziploc and shake it up inside the ice!) and
make ice cream! This saves so much money and I would 10000% recommend this!
Other recommendations are going swimming and going to camp! But make sure
you’re doing it safely! You can also do the summer reading program or many of the reading
clubs/programs at the Great Neck Library! These are some fun ideas for you to do!

I know this is kind of obvious, but this past year has been really strange. School went online, we
started wearing masks, and sports seasons were postponed. Speaking of sports, fans were not allowed in the stadium. Instead, cardboard cutouts of people were placed in stadium seats. This year, fans are welcomed back in the
ballpark. I was fortunate enough to return to Citi Field to witness a historic Jacob deGrom, also known as the best
pitcher in the universe, performance. I’m writing this article not only because deGrom made history, but so that
people know what to expect at the ballpark. Some people aren’t comfortable at sports arenas, and others want to
know the protocols before returning, so I’m here to tell what it’s like to be at a sporting event during the end of a
pandemic.
At least 72 hours before the game, if you’re not fully vaccinated, you have to show proof of a negative COVID test. If it is two weeks after you got your second vaccine, you have to show proof of vaccination.
Let’s say you’ve only gotten one shot, or it’s three days after you got your second shot, you will still have to get
tested. Like I said before, it must be at least two full weeks since your second vaccine to not get tested.
A few other things to know before you get there is that they only accept cloth or medical masks. No
bandanas, gators, or masks with filters. Citi field has also gone cashless. At the stadium, they have what they call
“Reverse ATMs”. You will put in cash, and they’ll give you a credit card.
Once you get to the stadium, they will take your temperature, as all places do, and then do the usual
stuff, check your bags, scan tickets (Which are now on your phone), things like that. Then, you're in the stadium.
The only difference between a regular world and COVID is that when you're standing in the Jackie Robinson Rotunda, everyone is masked. Plus, there are signs saying things like “Please wear a mask” or “Stand six feet
apart”. I haven’t been in the team stores yet this year, but they are open. I have heard that in other stadiums the
lines for the team stores are long.
Now let’s say you're on field level, you can either take in the sites and sounds of Citi Field, or go to
your seats. Fan Fest is closed this year, but you're still allowed to go down to the front rows (If you sit on field
level) and attempt to get baseballs, autographs, or photos. I wanted to go down the first base line during batting
practice, but I had seats on the second deck, so I wasn’t allowed.
Not all concession stands are open, I had to go to the third and final level of seats to get a burger. I’d
say around every other concession stand is open. Concession stands that don’t sell the basic burgers hotdogs and
fries are usually open, but not all stands that sell the basics are.
When you get to your seats, you will find every four seats are open. These are called “Pods”, if you
are going to buy tickets, you have to buy them in groups of four. Other seats are taped together so you can’t sit in
them, making sure you maintain six feet. Once you’re at your seat, mask wearing isn’t mandatory, but is encouraged. I had it on the entire time, except when I was eating, but others didn’t.
Now let’s get to the deGrom start. Right at the start, deGrom was hitting 100 mph on the radar gun.
He ended up making batters look silly and cruised through the first inning. The Mets didn’t score in the first inning, so “deGoat” took the mound in the second inning with no runs.
With the exception of deGrom being deGrom, nothing really happened for the first four innings,
that all changed in the fifth. Runners were in scoring position for none other than deGrom. Usually, if a pitcher
comes up to hit you expect an out, but not with deGrom. He played shortstop in college, and has hit extremely
well in the majors. Entering the game, deGrom was batting over .500 with four hits so far this season. He ended
up getting a one run double to give the Mets the lead. This is when the MVP chants started.
If you are curious about what they have for dessert, they have many options. My personal favorite
is the ice cream in a plastic Mets hat. They change the cap every year and I like to collect them. The Friday I
went wasn’t cold, in fact it was rather nice, but it certainly wasn’t hot. I had edible cookie dough, which was really good. They have other stuff too. Cookies, popcorn, cotton candy, and wowfulls, which are ice cream sundaes
in a waffle cone, are just a few of the sweet treats Citi Field offers.
Back to the game, deGrom now had a 3-0 lead going into the sixth inning, thanks to himself and
his team. By the sixth inning, deGrom already had 9 strikeouts. He then struck out the side giving him 12
strikeouts.
Fast forward to the top of the seventh, deGrom made history. First off, he struck out the side again,
which gave him 15 strikeouts on the day. His career high coming into the night was 14, meaning he had set a new
career high in strikeouts. That also gave him 50 strikeouts on the season, making him the first pitcher in MLB
history to strikeout 50 players in his first four starts of the season. This also meant he now held the record for
most strikeouts in your first four starts of the season, passing hall of famer Nolan Ryan and Cleveland’s Shane
Bieber (Who recently tied Ryan’s total) who were tied at 48.
Bottom seventh now, and the crowd was out of their minds. For once, the Mets were scoring for
deGrom, and we were just marveling at deGrom's magnificence. The Mets tacked on one more run, to make 4-0.
Jacob deGrom cruised through the top of the eighth, but there was a lingering thought in everyone’s
mind. He would come up to bat in the bottom of the eighth. The normal move would be to pinch hit for your
pitcher. The thing is, deGrom is a great hitter, and everyone, including himself, wanted to have him go the full
nine innings.
I remember saying multiple times, “I hope he goes the distance, I really want to see him go the distance.” So when deGrom stepped onto the on deck circle, he received a standing ovation from the crowd, including another round of MVP chants. Even the players were getting into it, first baseman Pete Alonso started pumping his fist to the chants, trying to get the crowd even more hyped up then they already were. deGrom then got a
single, and the crowd went crazy. Then came more MVP chants. Center fielder Brandon Nimmo then hit a home
run to give the Mets a 6-0 lead.
In the ninth, deGrom got the last three outs quickly. I remember after the last out was made, watching deGrom receive hugs and congratulations from his teammates. “New York Groove,” played in the background as the Mets celebrated another victory, and a historical performance from Jacob deGrom. As deGrom
walked into the dugout, the MVP chants started up one last time. The greatest pitcher on the planet looked up at
the cheering crowd, tipped his cap, and with that, walked into the dugout, completing yet another deGrominant
start.

Have a fun and safe summer! See you in September!!!

Comic
By Elliot Kane

Book Review: All the Bright Places
by Jennifer Niven
Reviewed by Daniella Nissim
(Warning: this book may not be suitable for readers under the age of fourteen.)
All the Bright Places by Jennifer Niven is a fascinating and breathtaking novel
about a student named Theodore Finch and his high school love, Violet Markley. Their
relationship had an unusual start when they met at the top of a bell tower with the same
objective, to take their own lives. Their relationship continues to progress after their social
studies teacher assigns a new project, Finch and Violet decide to work together and become close friends. This project allows them to learn more about each other as they wander the state of Indiana. Violet and Finch’s love story isn’t all that perfect as one may
hope. Finch struggles with bipolar disorder and Violet is grieving the loss of her sister.
Finch also struggles with an abusive father and an absent mother. Throughout the book,
Finch and Violet’s friendship grows into something more and they become boyfriend and
girlfriend. The book does not end sweetly though, because by the end of the story Finch
loses his battle with bipolar disorder.
In conclusion, I would give this book five stars. It portrays the difficulties of a character having a
mental illness without knowing and still trying to maintain a happy and “normal” life. We can also see
Finch’s mental illness struggles grow and evolve as a new person in his life is introduced, Violet. Readers can
also note that even though Violet did make Finch incredibly happy, she wasn’t a permanent solution to his
sadness and Jennifer Niven perfectly depicts that. This book gives light to topics that often aren’t discussed in
literature, even though so much of the population deals with common themes that are discussed.

Book Recommendation: Looking for
Alaska by John Green
By Noya Zarnighian
Miles Halter leaves his high school in Florida to go to Culver Creek Preparatory
High School, a boarding school in Alabama, for his junior year. His reasoning for this
large change is inspired by the last words of François Rabelais: “I go to seek a Great Perhaps.” He leaves home to go to the boarding school, bringing along his many biographies
and love of last words. Miles is curious to see what life will be like at Culver Creek.
When he arrives at the school, Miles meets his new roommate, Chip “The Colonel”
Martin. He gives Miles the name “Pudge,” making fun of his small and skinny size. The
Colonel introduces Miles to his friends: the gifted hip-hop emcee Takumi and the beautiful and emotionally unstable Alaska. Our narrator quickly becomes friends with the three
By Riley Cheng
and they pull pranks on the rich “Weekday Warriors.”
This is a young adult book, recommended for seventh and eighth graders on account
Welcome back for the fourth and final issue of Weird Food Review. If you forgot, in this
for
its
mature content. It was published in 2005 and is John Green’s first novel. It is based
column I will try weird foods and tell you the history and the taste. As we’re going into summer,
on
his
time in high school and the people he met. A miniseries based on the book under
I’m going to try more summer foods. This time I’m eating durian and drinking Beverly Coke. So
the
same
name premiered in 2019 on Hulu. You can find Looking for Alaska on Sora as an ebook and an aulet's just jump into it.
diobook, and at the Great Neck Public Library as a physical book.

Weird Food Review - the Final
Installment (for this Year)

Durian
Background:
It grows in tropical parts of the world, but mostly Southeast Asia. This includes countries like
Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore, and Indonesia, but some have been found growing in Mexico
and Florida. There’s also over 20 different species of durian. But I don’t know what kind of durian I ate. If you eat durian, don’t try it in the summer of Southeast Asia because it can turn super
bitter and unpleasant.

Popular Video Games

History:
By Eylon Yudalevich
The word durian was first used in 1580, named after “dûrî,” a Malay word meaning thorn, referHello Gamers! Today I'm going to discuss some of the most popular video games! These are 3 of the
ring to how spiked the durian is. 1800’s British naturalists described it as “a rich custard of hightop video games right now!
ly flavored almonds.” In the 2010’s, Singapore banned it from various non-restaurant environments like hotels and trains. This is only the tip of the iceberg. The origin of the durian was
traced to Borneo and Sumatra, with trees in the Malay peninsula and orchards in India, as well as #3 Rocket League
Papua New Guinea. Four hundred years ago, it was traded across Myanmar and was harvested in
Rocket League is a fun soccer themed game with a twist! This game, which is basically
Thailand and South Vietnam. The earliest known European reference to the durian is the record
soccer, allows the player to have fun playing the sport virtually, with cars! With many
of Niccolò de' Conti, who travelled to Southeast Asia in the 15th century. The first seedlings
fun filled modes such as 2v2 or 3v3,this game is wildly popular. Recently acquired by
were sent from the Royal Botanic Gardens in Kew, to Auguste Saint-Arroman of Dominica in
Epic Games, Rocket League has had some major collaborations with another video game
1884.In Southeast Asia, the durian has been cultivated for centuries at the village level, probably
by Epic Games. That game is in our number 2 spot….
since the late 18th century, and commercially since the mid-20th century.
Taste:
It’s super creamy like a custard, although it smells absolutely disgusting. However, the taste is
really sweet. There’s really no shape to it, but it loosely resembles a diamond. Yeah, there’s really nothing to say about it.

#2 Fortnite

This video game has been dominating the gaming scene for years, and I must say it is one of my personal favorites. Whether in the “Battle Royale” mode or in the “Save the World” mode,
Fortnite draws in millions of fans all around the world. In the Battle Royale
mode, you face off against 100 players on an island to be the last one standing.
Beverly Coke
If you survive or not… Well, that's the challenge! Survival is also a very imBackground:
portant thing in our next and final game…
It comes from Italy, and, spoiler alert, it’s terrible. It’s not even supposed to be an enjoyable beverage, but medicine for digestion. It was made in 1969 and, thankfully, was discontinued in
2009, but it’s still sold in Disney and the World of Coca Cola Museum in Atlanta, Las Vegas,
and the Coca Cola store in Disney Springs. But you can only get a sample of it, not a whole
drink. I’ll save all the taste for the taste section, but I’ll just say one thing: it's bold.
#1 Minecraft
History:
Of course it was made in 1969, and was originally for the Italian market. It was a massive hit in
Minecraft, an adventurous survival game that has dominated the gaming scene for
Italy, so much so that they even made 2 versions of the OG Beverly and Beverly Light, which is
even longer than Fortnite, has come back quite recently after some down time. This
like today’s Coke and original Coke, but way worse. The latter of the 2 Beverly variations represimple block game allows limitless creativity in its Creative Mode and daring adsents Italy in global Coke flavors competitions. The reason it was so popular is that it was beventure in its Survival Mode. Minecraft is basically the same age as the 6th Graders
lieved to help digest food, so people were buying it for that reason only. It was very successful
at North Middle School!
until the turn of the century, where less and less demand came out of it, so they stopped mass
producing it in 2009.
I hope you try out some of these games and have a great summer!
Score: 4 out of 5
Great, but the smell does make it considerably worse, so that’s why it lost a point.

Taste:
All jokes aside, it still tastes terrible. It feels very fizzy, which is fine. But it tastes very gingery,
and kind of like sour medicine. I can’t really describe the taste, so you should taste it yourself.
The liquid itself looks like any old Coke, but the can is very boring. It just says Beverly with
some fancy border around the words, and to add to its boring attributes, blue is literally the only
color around the can.
Thank you to the readers who read this column and enjoyed it. Of course, I will probably
be back for another round next year. Have a good summer!

Exotic Animals
By Daniel Goldberg

In this article we will be going over some of the most spectacular animals alive today. You may have your own opinions on this topic, so these may not be your favorite animals. Anyway, enough with
the gibberish! Let’s start!
The first animal here is a honey badger. Despite their sweet name, they are one of the most aggressive animals in Africa. They are related to badgers and wolverines, and have
a very similar body plan. Most of the time, they are looking for grubs to eat, but occasionally, they will do what their name suggests. A little bird called a honeyguide will fly
up to the badger whenever it wants to eat. The badger, by instinct, will follow the bird to a beehive that it found earlier. The badger is immune to bee stings, everywhere except
the nose. The honey badger uses their strong claws to break apart the beehive and steal some honey. When the honey badger is done eating, the honey guide will eat whatever
is left. The other thing honey badgers are famous for is their aggressiveness. A honey badger will almost never back down from a fight. Even a pack of hyenas isn’t scary
enough.

The next animal is a clouded leopard. Clouded leopards are medium sized wild cats that live in South-Eastern Asia. They aren’t too big, at only 25 to 51 lbs. Clouded leopards are named after the clouded patterns on their fur. But their beauty isn’t the only reason they are on this list. Clouded leopards are incredible climbers, capable of using
their flexible wrists and long strong tail to hang upside down like a sloth. Being one of the most adapted tree climbers in the cat family, it chases monkeys through the
treetops and pounces on birds. But the most remarkable thing about this animal are their teeth. Clouded leopards have the biggest teeth to skull ratio, making a clouded leopard like a modern sabretooth! Larger prey like mouse deer and small antelope are killed in one quick bite. Other cats usually kill prey that is larger or equally sized to themselves by suffocation (all except the Jaguar, mentioned in the last Article) .

When you think of snakes, do you think evil? Poisonous? Scary? Well, here is one that checks all the boxes. At 6-8 feet long, the black mamba is the fastest snake in the
world. Not only that, but it is also one of the most poisonous. Reaching sprint speeds of 10 mph, and being able to kill a human in one bite, it is very dangerous. The poison can topple an adult in only 45 minutes and kill someone in 7-15 hours. Thankfully there is medicine, and if you get treatment before 7 hours you will survive. But
there is a warning. If the snake feels threatened, it will rise up and hiss, opening its black mouth (hence its name). If you don’t WALK away, then it might strike with
deadly speed and precision. Also, they live in Africa, so nothing to worry about here.

In all, the world is full of spectacular animals that we should protect. We are harming the environment, and only we can save it. Humanity can destroy everything, but can improve everything too.

Hamilton: An American Musical
Reviewed by Jolene Fu
Don’t throw away your shot this summer! If you are subscribed to Disney plus, you can watch Hamilton: An American Musical for free. It’s an easy way to learn a bit about Alexander Hamilton. But
remember, this is not the most accurate representation of Hamilton’s life. However, it compensates for that with having amazing songs, singing, acting, writing, dancing, and so much more. There is no weak
link in Hamilton. Everything's amazing and works in perfect harmony with everything else, from the amazing dialogue between characters to the amazingly synchronized dancing.
Actors:
1. Lin-Manuel Miranda as Alexander Hamilton: Probably the most well known name out of the cast, Lin composed and directed the entire musical, along with plenty of other movies and musicals like
Moana and In the Heights. I’d consider him to be the most hardworking actor.
2. Phillipa Soo as Eliza Schyuler: She is especially good at singing at a wide range, her melodic voice being an amazing fit for the biggest female role in the show.
3. Leslie Odom Jr. as Aaron Burr: His highlight is a phenomenal portrayal of his character, the antagonist Burr. I wouldn’t consider him to be the best or the cast in anything. He simply excels at everything.
4. Renée Elise Goldsberry as Angelica Schuyler: Her skill would be perfectionism. When it comes to memorization, reciting lines, and simply making sure everything goes perfectly, Renée is the best.
5. Christopher Jackson as George Washington: His incredible vocal performance, especially in One Last Time was what made him also the best of the cast at singing, especially heartfelt singing.
6. Daveed Diggs as Lafayette and Thomas Jefferson: He is incredible at rapping, even setting a new speed record in Guns and Ships as Lafayette, with 32 words per second. Incredible!
7. Okieriete Onaodowan as Hercules Mulligan and James Madison: His great hints at acting (small change in facial expression, movement, etc.) come a long way and showcase how much work and subtle
hints there are in the overall show.
8. Anthony Ramos as John Laurens and Philip Hamilton : His style is more abrasive and fun, and it blows us all away. It’s easy to get invested in each line, dance, and emotional moment in his historical
characters.
9. Jasmine Cephas Jones as Peggy Schuyler and Maria Reynolds: Her incredible change between, fun, childish, and cute Peggy and charismatic, seductive, and evil Maria Reynolds could make you think
they were two different actors.
Summary:
Act 1: This first act is the story of how Alexander Hamilton, George Washington, Lafayette, Hercules Mulligan, John Laurens, and Aaron Burr won the Revolutionary War against King George. Marvel at how
the fast rapping, beautiful singing, skillful dancing and heartfelt acting all comes together like a beautiful tapestry. I would consider this to be the better act for people in middle school, with a happy-go-lucky
tone and ending, and less cursing and inappropriate behavior and dialogue. Yes, there is cursing.
Act 2: The second act is more dark and emotional, featuring the fall of Hamilton, the death of Philip, Washington, and Hamilton, and the one of saddest songs ever written. (you’ll know it when you see it)
This act spins around the government struggles that Hamilton dealt with, leading up to his death. I would rate this one more PG 13, since someone needs to hand you tissues. Act 2 is a bittersweet and more
subtle ending to the incredible life and story of Hamilton.
Final rating: 10/10, 5 stars

MLB Plans To Crack Down Lindor Got Extended, Who
On
Should Be Next?
Foreign Substances
By: Liana Kase

By: Liana Kase
There has been plenty of controversy surrounding the MLB over the past year. Pine tar and the
use of foreign substances among pitchers has been arguably the most controversial.
Let me explain, before each Major League game, employees in charge of equipment rub a special mud on the baseballs, giving them a slicker grip. This, in the MLB, is completely legal. In fact,
MLB mandates it. The pitchers are also supplied a rosin bag on the mound, so that should help their
grip. This puts pitchers at a disadvantage when it comes to control and spin rate. It also puts batters at an
advantage because the ball will be easier to hit, and it will be easier to get on base.
This is where pine tar and other sticky substances come into play. Pine tar is actually legal and is
in MLB dugouts, but it is legal for hitting, not pitching. Pine tar helps batters get a better grip on the bat.
Since it helps hitting, pitchers thought, “Pine tar could help pitching too.” Many pitchers put pine tar on
their hats, forearms, gloves, and necks. Pitchers have been using pine tar since the late Eighties, the
thing is, it isn’t really effective.
Yes, it enhances the grip on the baseball and increases spin rate, but it is pretty obvious when a
pitcher uses it. Pine tar has an odor and is a beige-like color. So unless you have a very smart spot to put
pine tar, nine times out of ten you’d be caught.
Pitchers realized the issue with using pine tar, and started trying other things. Sunscreen and
Vaseline were among the popular choices.
As technology advances, so do the choices in substances. These substances haven’t been identified, so they are known as “Foreign Substances.” These substances are easier to hide, and have shown
more results. Since many pitchers have gotten away using these substances, more and more pitchers attempt using them. The issue has gotten so out of hand that some players have hired scientists to find the
perfect substance. Because of this, MLB has decided to investigate these substances.
This definitely will impact a few pitchers who have been suspected of using these substances
for a while. The two big suspects are Trevor Bauer of the Los Angeles Dodgers and Gerrit Cole of the
New York Yankees.
Gerrit Cole is one of the top tier pitchers of today’s game. Over the offseason, the Los Angeles
Angels of Anaheim fired clubhouse manager Bu Harkins. Why? Harkins had been accused of dealing
foreign substances to players such as Cole, his teammate Corey Kluber, and many others. Apparently,
this substance was “More effective than steroids.” While the termination of Harkins was going down, a
message that Cole sent to Harkins from 2019 went public. Cole had said that he was in a “Sticky situation” with a winky face emoji. He added that the next time the Astros (His team at the time) played the
Angels at Angel Stadium was sometime in May. This made everyone extremely suspicious of Cole. If
this wasn’t enough, a post went viral on “Baseball Instagram” recalling the time Gerrit Cole went a
month with a 1.59 ERA. This stretch of dominant pitching from Cole was from May and June, so clearly something is up.
Trevor Bauer of the Los Angeles Dodgers is arguably the most controversial player in the
MLB. In 2019, he had the worst season of his career, in 2020, Bauer won the Cy Young. Yes, it was a
shortened season, but it is really hard to bounce back like that. Bauer has been suspected of using these
substances for a really long time. Bauer runs big social media platforms including two YouTube channels, one is his personal, and the other is Momentum, a baseball content themed channel he founded.
This is one of the reasons why myself and many others like Bauer. Along with his social media platforms, Bauer sells merchandise for both Momentum and his personal channel. On his website for Momentum, he sells a shirt that says “Legalize pine tar.” Obviously, this contributes to why people suspect
him of using substances. In 2019, Bauer increased his spin rate drastically in the span of half an inning.
Bauer has come out on Twitter saying he does not use these substances. On April 9th, Ken Rosenthal,
who is one of the better baseball reporters, wrote an article for The Athletic on Trevor Bauer game used
baseballs being collected by the MLB. Bauer, on the other hand, was outraged and many people said
that Rosenthal used Bauer for “Clicks” on the article.
Position players have their opinions too. Many of them came out and said that originally, if it
meant pitchers have more control, they would be fine with not getting hit as often. Once they found out
that it would be harder to hit pitches (More spin rate means pitches are harder to hit) many of the position players wanted MLB to act on this. If MLB didn’t do anything, hitters will definitely be at a huge
disadvantage.

For baseball fans, the Francisco Lindor contract extension should be old news, but for
those of you who don’t know about it, here it is. Opening Day (Or what was Opening Day since the
Mets vs. Nationals series was postponed), the New York Mets and superstar shortstop Francisco Lindor agreed to a $341 million contract. This was great news to myself and every other Met fan out
there. It was also rather relieving. Lindor, who was set to become a free agent this year, set a strict
Opening Day deadline to sign an extension with the Mets. He had said that he didn’t want to focus on
an extension during the season, he also said that it would be unfair to the team. So when Lindor counter offered the Mets 10 year $325 million dollar deal with a 12 year $385 million contract, it felt like
Francisco would hit the free agent market at the end of the season.
Fortunately, Lindor and Mets owner Steve Cohen agreed around halfway. This $341 million contract gives Lindor the biggest contract for a shortstop, $1 million over San Diego Padres
young shortstop Fernando Tatis Jr..
If you read the title of this article, it makes it sound like there are other Mets needed to be
extended, which there are. Right fielder Michael Conforto, along with starting pitchers Marcus Stroman and Noah Syndergaard are the big names on this squad who are set to hit the market this offseason. Then there is the best pitcher on the planet, Jacob deGrom, who isn’t set to hit the free agent market for a while. He does have an opt out after next year, though. He has also shown his desire to be a
Met for life, so it would be a good idea to lock him up now.
Conforto, is a franchise player that has been with the Mets since the beginning of his career.
He has batted .258 with a 127 OPS+. He has helped the Mets to get to the World Series, and has
played a big part on the team. He is the guy they have to extend. They probably won’t be able to,
though. Conforto has Scott Boras as his agent, the greediest agent in baseball. Boras gets teams to pay
up for his clients, and they usually overpay. Boras also has a reputation to have his clients go to free
agency. Cohen and front office member Sandy Alderson have reportedly had talks with Conforto, but
those talks haven’t progressed much. Conforto, who was asked about the extension talks said he was
focused on baseball, not the contract. In other words, he most likely will resign with the Mets, but in
free agency.
Marcus Stroman is a Long Island native who came to the Mets in 2019 via trade with the
Toronto Blue Jays. Stroman, who opted out of the 2020 season due to COVID protocols and a calf
injury he was dealing with, was set to become a free agent last year. He accepted the Mets qualifying
offer, so he’ll remain a Met one more year, and hit the free agent market this year. Stroman hasn't
voiced an opinion on a possible extension, nor has he shown any excitement or willingness about becoming a free agent at the end of the year. So far this season, the “StroShow” has been an excellent
number 2 starter, and has made some nice plays too.
Like Michael Conforto, Noah Syndergaard has been with the Mets since the beginning of
his career. Unlike Conforto, who was drafted by the Mets, Syndergaard was drafted by the Blue Jays,
but came over in a trade with Toronto in which the Mets gave away pitcher R.A. Dickey. Syndergaard
eventually earned himself the nickname “Thor” for his long blonde hair, and for his ability to hit 100
on the radar gun consistently when it wasn’t as common. The only reason he comes behind Stroman
on the “Must extend list” is because Syndergaard is recovering from Tommy John surgery. He is
scheduled to return in June, and touched 97 mph when he faced live batters for the first time in over a
year. So if Syndergaard comes back and produces for the Mets, he should get an extension.
Unlike everyone else mentioned in this article, Jacob deGrom is not set to become a free
agent this year. The only reason he is on this list is that he is the best pitcher in the universe. He has
earned many nicknames, deBest, deGoat, and deGrominant are among them. Throughout his career,
deGrom has put up video game-esque numbers with a 2.55 ERA (Earned Run Average), a 1.03 WHIP
(Walks Hits per Innings Pitched), has a 10.6 K/9 (Strikeouts per 9 innings), and an opponents average
of .217. He has made multiple all star games, won Rookie of the Year, and back to back Cy Young
awards. He also has increased his velocity this year, he consistently throws 99-101 mph. If this isn’t
enough, he is fantastic when it comes to hitting. He is 6 for 13 this year! If he keeps it up deGrom will
win a Cy Young and the MVP award. He has an opt out after 2022, which I and many others doubt he
will use it, but he still has the option. Like I said earlier, deGrom was asked during a press conference
on possibly being a Met for life, he responded by saying he thought it was really cool when players
did that, and he thinks about being a Met for life. In another interview, deGrom said he wants to pitch
into his mid-40s. So what are we waiting for? Extend this man!
Some of these people we have to get signed. Why? This year, there are many top tier
players available on the market, and we don’t want to spend so much time resigning players. Hopefully, one of these players will join Lindor, and get paid.

Soccer: New Change Proposed, and the USMNT
Road to the World Cup
By Jonah Berkowitz
Soccer has been and will continue to change almost every single year. Whether the change is small or large it will always affect the players, managers, and everyone else involved in the league/
tournaments affected. In this article I will talk about one big change that seems very likely to happen, and the United States' road to the World Cup.

That one big change that I mentioned would change the World Cup from taking place every four years to every two years. This proposal was made by Saudi Arabia and when FIFA's member nations took a
vote the majority was for the change. The exact vote was 166 for out of the 209 members. This is more than 75% voting for which is a very large percent. The change is still not final and will most likely not
be fully announced until after the next World Cup next year. This however, is not the first time that a two year World Cup has been suggested. The first time it was suggested was by former FIFA president
Sepp Blatter in 1999. It is obvious that this has been an idea for a very long time. It has been questioned many times in the past but now is the first time that it was a success. The proposal was even made earlier this year already by FIFA’s director of development Arsene Wenger.
There are a very large number of reasons for trying to change the timing of the World Cup. The main reason is money. In the end almost everything in the world is a business and so is soccer. The excess money can be used to give pay raises to all the workers that work directly with FIFA. So this would not include players, coaches, and other team staff which are paid by the team. Sadly, money is starting
to hurt the sport of soccer, the most obvious evidence that everyone in the world has seen so far is the Super League which was just recently disbanded. The only reason that many teams considered joining the
league was due to money, even though joining the league would’ve gotten them banned from more popular, less paying competitions. Another reason that the proposal was made was due to the long amount of
time in between each continent's hosting of the world cup. As of now each continent has to wait 16 years just to re host the World Cup. These are the two main arguments made so far by FIFA to decrease the
time in between each World Cup from 4 years to 2 years. Many smaller countries want better chances at making the world cup so making it every 2 years will give those smaller countries a better chance. The
arguments against are also very important too. It is believed that having a world cup every two years would be overkill for the players. It is believed that player injuries may increase due to the cramming of
club games and international games of the world cup that starts to take place every two years. Having the World Cup more often will also devalue the competition. The excitement and anticipation that builds
up for every World Cup always makes the competition much more enjoyable to watch.
The USMNT very recently have won a big national trophy. They recently beat Mexico 3-2 in the finals of the CONCACAF Nations league. The match was very, very intriguing and ended with an amazing last minute penalty save by the backup goalie Horvath. Many Americans are very optimistic about the season ahead after how easily the U.S. strolled through the CONCACAF nations league (besides the
final). The U.S. were obvious winners of every match besides the one against Mexico in the finals, their biggest competitor in the CONCACAF region. As of now a schedule is posted on the US national soccer team website with qualifying matches. The teams shown give me myself hope and many other Americans the hope to compete in a World Cup after being knocked out by Trinidad in 2017 for the 2018
World Cup. Overall, there are 6 games TBD, 2 games versus Honduras, 2 games versus Jamaica, 2 games versus Mexico, and 2 games versus Costa Rica. Most of the games should be pretty simple wins besides the 2 Mexico games. The 3-2 Championship win is a very good sign, but it was a close game so the 2 games against Mexico during qualifying can go either way. To put into perspective the high probability of the U.S. making the World Cup, soccer experts estimated that the U.S have around a 75 percent chance to qualify the World Cup. They were even ranked as the 16th best team out of the 101 national
teams involved with qualifying. The overall rating and percentage of making the World Cup is a very optimistic sign overall for soccer fans around the nation.

